MR relative fetal lung volume in congenital diaphragmatic hernia: survival and need for extracorporeal membrane oxygenation.
To retrospectively evaluate the accuracy of the absolute fetal lung volume (FLV) measured at magnetic resonance (MR) imaging and seven formulas for calculating relative FLV to predict neonatal survival and the need for extracorporeal membrane oxygenation (ECMO) in fetuses with congenital diaphragmatic hernia (CDH). This retrospective study was approved by the research ethics committee, and informed consent was received from all mothers for previous prospective studies. In total, 68 fetuses with CDH were assessed by using MR image FLV measurement within 23-39 weeks gestation. The relative FLV was expressed as a percentage of the predicted lung volume calculated with biometric parameters according to seven formulas previously described in the literature. Applying the area under the curve (AUC), the various relative FLVs and the absolute FLV were investigated for their prognostic accuracy to predict neonatal survival and the need for ECMO therapy. All relative FLVs and the absolute FLV revealed a significant difference in mean lung volume between neonates who survived and neonates who did not survive (P = .001 to P < .001) and measurement accuracy was excellent for each method (AUC, 0.800-0.900). For predicting neonatal ECMO requirement, differences in FLVs were smaller but still significant (P = .05 to <.009) and measurement accuracy was acceptable throughout (AUC, 0.653-0.739). The various relative FLVs and the absolute FLV measured at MR planimetry are each highly valuable in predicting survival in fetuses with CDH. For predicting whether neonatal ECMO therapy is required, the accuracy of the absolute FLV (AUC, 0.68) and that of the relative FLVs (AUC, 0.653-0.739) was acceptable.